
Surrey Active Travel Scheme Dagley Lane Cycle and Footpath – comments from 
Shalford Parish Council 
 
Shalford Parish Council has no objection in principle to making improvements to 
encourage more walking and cycling along this route. The council is indeed supportive of 
anything that will enable the path to be more accessible to all user groups. This 
Bridleway is part of the National Cycle Network and is designed for walking, cycling, 
mobility scooters powered wheelchairs and buggies, and exploring outdoors and is well 
recognised for this locally. It is already designated as a shared bridleway and is part of 
two routes – 22 and 223. With this is mind the parish council certainly must ask the 
question whether it is currently fit for purpose in terms of accommodating all these 
groups. 

The  bridleway has a very poor uneven surface and  is frequently very muddy in a 
number of areas both in winter and summer, as the water table is high. The part of the 
lane behind Dagden Road  is much higher and is of better quality.  However the steps 
near the Seahorse are steep and make the path unsuitable for almost all cyclists - 
leisure, touring and commuter cyclist (particularly families), and is perhaps currently 
more suitable for mountain bikes.  The A281 runs parallel and is used by road cyclists but 
rarely by others because of the volume of traffic  and most would consider it too 
dangerous for cyclists. It is our belief that serious road cyclists would not use Dagley 
Lane even if improvements were made to the track, and that there is limited use by 
commuters (less direct route to Guildford). In reality, the route will continue to appeal 
mostly to leisure users.  

It therefore may not be necessary or appropriate to make a 3m wide properly surfaced 
path along the whole length from the railway bridge to water works, rather to address 
key issues with the current path in particular the following: 

o Poor surface on slope by allotments at back of cemetery (bricks etc from old 
lodge, water leak, etc) 

o Narrow width at top of this slope 
o Broken steps on stretch descending between back of Seahorse and water 

works 
o Very poor (often soft) surface and bad flooding on section between these 

steps and water works 

A hardcore surface in these areas, with vegetation cut back appropriately could make 
the path more usable (and make it similar to much of Downs Link path to which it links 
and which is very popular, well used and aesthetically attractive). We would certainly 
favour such a finish to the path as more appropriate than tarmac in this rural area. 
Widening to up to 3m and putting in a hard surface along the whole length of the path 
would have an adverse environmental and visual impact for minimal material gain but 
may be an improvement at particular pinch points. A tarmac path would also require 
very regular sweeping in autumn to clear it of the significant leaf fall that there is along 
most of the route.  



The area near the Waterworks has limited lighting so there is already a precedent for 
lighting on the path and it makes sense to consider the benefits for the rest of the 
bridleway to have some low level lighting (perhaps movement sensors) for the winter 
months only. We believe the overwhelming majority of use of the path  would be during 
daylight hours and it would potentially have a detrimental impact on night wildlife 
(including badgers, foxes, bats) to have permanent lighting throughout the year. It is not 
currently clear whether SCC is proposing lighting or not. The existing path behind the 
church which provides linkage between the road and the much faster path through 
Shalford Park would also benefit from lighting – at present pedestrians going between 
Guildford and Shalford either have to risk the dark amongst the trees on this section, or 
risk twisting their ankles on the A281 “pavement” and/or being mown over on the 281 
as the path changes from one side of the road to the other (just north of the 
church). We have heard some concerns about security of properties backing onto the 
path should access be opened up. However the properties on Dagden Road all except 
one appear to have close boarded fences and a few properties on The Street don’t but 
all have different depths of vegetation and undergrowth. There is also a view that 
lighting reduces crime.   

Part of the A281 running in parallel to this Bridleway has an Air Quality Monitoring Plan 
in place and Guildford BC are under a statutory duty to put in place schemes to reduce 
the level of pollution. Any encouragement for Shalford residents and others to use this 
stretch would be helpful to meet this objective.  

 
 Most pedestrians use the path across Shalford Park rather than the A281 roadside to 
walk to and from Guildford and Dagley Lane is a natural extension to it. This could also 
provide a safer route for older schoolchildren to get to the Guildford schools. 

Having made targeted improvements to the path, it may be that some funds would be 
better invested in providing adequate pedestrian and cycle access along the A281 to 
which the path runs parallel – this is the route commuters and those with no time to 
spare will use, and would benefit from eg cycle lanes, a proper footpath and refuge / 
crossing between church and bridge.  

It is important for Surrey CC to be aware that there is much concern from local residents 
about these proposals and many assumptions about the intended works. Some of these 
views are inaccurate and are based on a lack of clear information being published by the 
county council. It is important that additional information is made available in an easily 
accessible way to local residents so that opinions can be formed based on clear accurate 
facts otherwise the opportunity to provide useful and supported improvements to this 
path may be lost. 

  

 


